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JAPAN NEWS AND DISCUSSION

TOKYO —

Domestic violence higher in tsunami zone
CRIME MAR. 09, 2013 - 02:49PM JST  ( 10 )

Domestic violence in Japan’s tsunami and nuclear disaster zone has risen
dramatically, a report released on Friday—International Women’s Day—said.

Increased stress caused by coping with the aftermath of the tsunami of March 2011, or the fear

of radiation from the crippled Fukushima nuclear plant, could be to blame, said the report from

news agency Jiji Press.

In Fukushima, where the towering tsunami sparked reactor meltdowns and radiation leaks, 840

cases of domestic violence were reported to police in 2012, 64% higher than a year earlier, Jiji
Press reported.

In Miyagi Prefecture, which was badly hit when waves devoured coastal communities, 1,856

cases were reported, up a third on the previous year, the agency said.

No definition of domestic violence was given in the report, which cited local social workers

saying that “men tend to stay home after the disaster because many of them have lost jobs”,
thereby increasing tensions in the family.

The tsunami killed almost 19,000 when it struck two years ago on Monday.

In the Fukushima region alone, tens of thousands of people are still displaced from their homes

because of high radiation levels and the devastation wrought by the disaster.

It remains uncertain whether they will ever be able to return, with experts saying it could be

decades before the area is deemed safe.

Many families from Fukushima have been split apart, with men forced to stay behind because

they are unable to find work near to the temporary homes to which their wives and children
have fled.

A local support group cited by Jiji said this could lead to frustrations that may also increase
violence in the home.

© 2013 AFP
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kimuzukashiiiii MAR. 09, 2013 - 08:19AM JST

The stress must be horrendous, especially for those couples and families living in 1K "temporary

accomodation" with no privacy. I hope these men get the help they need before people end up getting killed...

6

Disillusioned MAR. 09, 2013 - 08:29AM JST

So, what is the government doing about it? Bugger all!!! It's two years since the tsunami and meltdown and

very few people have been returned to their homes or been compensated. This report should also include

the increased suicide rate in these areas. It is shameful how little has been done to help these people.6

Lowly MAR. 09, 2013 - 10:12AM JST

I would imagine so.

THis is to be expected.

At the least it is being measured and reported.
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cabadaje MAR. 09, 2013 - 10:57AM JST

Find the money for?

0

DigitalFunk MAR. 09, 2013 - 11:04AM JST

"Increased stress could be to blame"??? How about teaching most of the men and some women(because

the fact remains that most perps are of the male sex and DV stems from gender inequality) that NOTHING

justifies beating your spouse? If you experience "stress" in your workplace, you start beating your boss, too?2

cabadaje MAR. 09, 2013 - 03:45PM JST

No one is referring to the stress as a justification.

0

Troubador MAR. 09, 2013 - 04:21PM JST

@ Disillusioned...good insight within the limits of this site....

0

888naff MAR. 09, 2013 - 06:14PM JST

Every expert knew stress was going to be the biggest issue. Wish more could be done.

0

Yubaru MAR. 09, 2013 - 07:08PM JST

A local support group cited by Jiji said this could lead to frustrations that may also increase violence in the

home.

I wonder where they find folks like this? Like state the obvious, but no one wants to discuss about the cures

Mr Abe.

0

Disillusioned MAR. 09, 2013 - 07:22PM JST

Troubadour. Please check these photos for how little has been done. Yeah, it is a big job. So what? If the J-

Gov can afford to spend relief funds on their farcicle whale hunt they can afford to send more tradesmen to

Tohoku to get these people's lives back on track and curb this trend of depression and violence.
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